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Instantly message those on call

OnCall Scheduling from QliqSOFT allows your team to quickly view who is on call 

in any department, at any time, right from their smartphone or desktop.

View schedules directly from the 

mobile or desktop app

Assign primary and secondary 

shift members.

Define shifts by time of day, days 

of the week, and range of dates.

Schedule by department

Adjust schedules on the fly to 

accommodate conflicts and requests

Add scheduling preferences, emergency 

numbers and other notes to each user’s 

profile

Assign administrator rolls to any Qliq 

user in the organization

ONCALL SCHEDULING

Available for 

Integrate with Call Centers



A patient-centric message exchange for care team members across care transitions.

Poor clinical communication is frequently identified as the key cause for 
clinical errors, unnecessary costs and sentinel events. This is especially true 
during care hand-offs and transitions. 

With QliqSOFT’s CareChannels, care team members collaborate on 
questions, ideas and feedback through patient-focused group messaging 
from their smartphones or computers. CareChannels automate and 
simplify this clinical communication even as the care team changes from 
admission, inpatient treatment, discharge and home care. Now you can 
improve clinical communication and drastically reduce costly mistakes.
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Immediate Benefits and Meaningful Impact 
Improves communication among the care team

Reduces errors and redundancies due to poor 
communication

Save doctors hours of time each week

Lowers costs related to readmission and 
sentinel events

Increase Patient Satisfaction

Care Channel Communication App
Provides a single, continuous message 
exchange for each patient 

Dynamically includes members of a patient’s 
care team

Enhances real-time collaboration that 
augments structured EHR documentation

Care team members can quickly scan past 
messages to learn patient status and progress

Instantly share files
that sync with EHR

Available for 

Communicate with 
Care Team Members

Update Care
Team Members

Find Your Patient 
Care Channels




